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Welcome beautiful, 

Im so glad you are here. I have created

this guidebook for those who wish to

learn more about integrating our

shadows and limiting beliefs to become

whole again.

 

This work has profoundly changed my life

and I am so passionate about sharing

and teaching it in the wish that it may

transform your life too. 

 

Love Caryn xxx

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



about 
soul sparkle
Perth, Western Australia

caryn@soulsparkle.com.au

Hi I'm Caryn, a passionate Soul Coach, Yoga

+ Meditation teacher, qualified Nutritionist ,

Tantra practitioner.

 

I believe that a magical life starts with

radical self love and I am here to remind you

how fucking amazing you ARE.

 

Soul Sparkle is all about guiding women to

love themselves from the inside out, to step

fully into your power and own your divine

worthiness.

 

I dont believe we are here to play small, we

are all here to create epic juicy playful 

lives BUT this does require looking within to do

some deep inner work. This work is not about

"healing" ourselves as we are not broken, we

have simply built up layers over the course of

our lives that we need to undo, its a

remembering of who we really are at our core.

 

Soul Sparkle run LIVE workshops and RETREATS

for women to drop into their hearts and

connect to their higher selves. 

 

I hope that this guide will help you on your

journey back to your true authentic self

and that I get the opportunity to connect with

you soon beautiful. 

 

Lets connect on social - _soulsparkle_ 

Caryn xxx

 

soulsparkle.com.au

_soulsparkle_



Uncovering your 
Shadows +
Negative core
beliefs
If you want to clean house, you first have

to see the dirt. – Louise Hay

 

It's no secret that I love doing the

“digging” as one of my beautiful clients

calls it. Another friend of mine likens me to

a Gopher - she says It's like I go

underground and do the work and then

resurface and let everyone know that it's

safe to go deep, I did it and I am ok.

 

It's my truest belief that if we want to free

ourselves from our shadows and negative

beliefs and feel a WHOLENESS inside that

only we can provide for ourselves, then we

need to do some deep inner work.

I started doing this “digging” around 5

years ago and once I started I haven't

been able to stop, I can share that this

work has monumentally changed my life

for the better. So much so that is why I

love sharing and teaching it myself.

 

This work is not to be feared at all, usually

we are only fearful because we don't

know what is lurking inside our

subconscious. 

 

Some people are aware that they are

holding onto so much that they are

frightened to start this work for fear of

what will come out, but the truth is we just

need to ask our Soul to be gentle and your

Soul will never give you more than you are

able to humanly handle.

 

 



WHAT IS HIDING? 
 

 

Emotions that we didn't processed at the time of

the event for any number of reasons - Maybe they

were too painful and we didn't have the capacity or

resources to deal with them at the time, so we

pushed them down.  

 

 

Different aspects of our personality we buried that

long to join us in our wholeness as a human being - 

we labelled these aspects as BAD or someone else

told us this so we put them away in a box inside of

us not wanting to share these parts of us with the

world for fear of shame, embarrassment, guilt and

judgement. 

 

 

Negative Beliefs  - we created as children to make

sense of the world at the time when our needs were

not met



THE MASKS WE WEAR 

We put on the masks of only ever wanting to be seen as

being good and happy because that was what we were

taught was acceptable when we were children and even

as young adults in society. That to fit in we have to be a

good girl or a good boy, that certain behaviors are not

acceptable and so we lose our authentic selves.

 

These parts of us that we deny or bury don't simply go

away…….they will do anything to get your attention to let

you know they are there .....this includes……..negative

behaviours, addictions, eating disorders, fetishes, illnesses

and diseases to name a few - these are the SYMPTOMS

of our deeper issues .....they are not the cause or the root

of a problem. 

 

The root cause of an NCB is simply a painful memory that

has an emotion attached to it that you didn't process as a

child. The root cause of a SHADOW is an aspect of you

that you have hidden because you were made to feel

shameful about it.The root cause is always an

unprocessed emotion or a part of you you disowned.



What is the

SHADOW

The “shadow” is a concept first coined by

Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung that describes

those aspects of the personality that we

choose to reject and suppress. 

 

Our Shadow is a part of us that longs to

be integrated. We can have many different

shadow aspects and as I mentioned above

our Shadows form when we authentically

express a part of ourselves that gets

rejected by society or our family or

caregivers. 

 

In order to fit in we label these parts of us

as bad and so we put on a mask to

become someone else and when we reject

and bury these parts of us we start to lose

who we really are at our core. 

 

According to Jung’s theory, we distance

ourselves psychologically from those

behaviors, emotions, and thoughts that we

find are a threat to us being accepted in

the world.The decision to “reject” or

suppress these parts of ourselves is not

usually a conscious one and we are

generally not aware that we have

suppressed a part of ourselves.

The Shadow self is not dark or scary or

bad, it's just that WE labelled it as bad

and unacceptable AND when the shadow

is left hidden it then creates mayhem in

your life to get your attention. 

 

The way it does this is through being

highly judgmental, dark thoughts and

behaviors, addictions to anything from

substances to porn to shopping and

gambling, food disorders like binge

eating, diseases, illnesses and other

health symptoms, fetishes and many other

negative behaviors.

 

 

 



SHADOW EXAMPLE 

I am going to use one of my own examples for this. Fairly recently I came up with an

allergic reaction which was a rash present over my arms and face, I went to the doctor

and had lots of tests and nothing could be found. In the meantime, I didn't want to go

out in public as I felt really hideous (I can see this relates to wearing a social mask,

hiding and not wanting to be seen as my shadow trying to get my attention). I started

taking some medication and it wasn't really working. 

 

And so no stranger to this work I sat down one day to get some answers, I became

extremely present with myself and asked my Soul - what is this all about and I was taken

down a rabbit hole and shown a little story about my life - firstly I was shown how I

judge people in a certain way and reject them for certain things, I was curious as I didn't

know where this was going but stayed in the story. Then I was shown myself from my late

teens to mid twenties and how I was a really open and playful personality, I was really

friendly and would flirt with the world (when I say flirt I do not mean sexually, I mean as

in in being in love with the world and sharing my love and playfulness with everyone,

men and women in a non sexual way).This got me in trouble a lot as men mistook my

friendliness and playful vibe for me being interested in them (this includes friends

boyfriend’s) and also women judged me for it saying I was throwing my sexual energy

around.. ...time and time again. 
 

So even though I was being my authentic self with the world I was sent a clear message

that it was not ok to be me and to be playful because it caused trouble in my life and

judgement which created separation from society. So I put my authentic open and

loving self in a box and tucked her away. I was genuinely shocked at what I had been

shown and really saddened by it, and even though we become aware of a shadow we

can't just immediately integrate it back.This all made so much sense to me and I then

realised that certain addictive behaviours I was experiencing had actually caused the

allergic reaction and rash - which was all to get my attention as this beautiful part of my

personality was trying to do anything she could to come back into my being. As you can

see this aspect of myself is not bad at all, it’s actually such a beautiful part of me but I

was made to feel shameful for it so my subconscious rejected it and suppressed it

unknowingly to my conscious self.This is still something I am consciously working on

integrating as I said it doesn't happen overnight once you become aware of your

shadows but you can always ask your Soul to help guide you to information that will help

with integration.Another secret to uncovering your Shadows in often found in how you

judge others and what for! You can start to become aware of how you judge during

your day to day life, make notes about it and contemplate it to help you access these

parts of your own shadow.



What are
Negative Core

Beliefs?
Based on our earliest experiences with our

parents or those who raised us, we form beliefs

about the world and how safe it is, how lovable

and worthy we are and how we expect other

people to treat us. 

 

An example of a NEGATIVE CORE BELIEF is I AM

NOT LOVABLE - this belief is held by many

people in society and it doesn't mean that your

parents didn't love you or necessarily did

anything bad to you for you to believe this. As

children we arrive at these beliefs to make

sense of the world around us when our needs at

the time are not being met. 

 

Perhaps your Dad was away or not present and

you had other siblings and your Mum was

looking after the baby when you needed her

and she couldn't give you the attention you

needed at the time, as a child this is confusing

and your needs went unmet hence you told

yourself you must be unlovable because your

parents were not their in that moment when you

needed them to be.

 

Usually we create these beliefs before the age

of 7, when we are a baby all of our needs are

met by our caregivers, then all of a sudden as

we start to grow we can experience rejection,

punishment, be shamed and disapproved of for

being ourselves and wanting all of our needs to

be met 24/7 (which is just not possible).

 

 

I want you to know that even if you grew up

in the most loving home, you will still have

NCB’S.These beliefs affect our lives when

they are triggered in our adulthood by

different people or situations. 

 

A trigger is an old memory that takes you

back to the traumatic situation as if you were

living it in that moment - we react from this

place - from our wounded child self.An

example of a trigger for I AM NOT LOVABLE -

a partner forgets to do something you asked

them to do and your reaction is completely

over the top, you cry and yell at them

because they have triggered your wound and

belief that you are not lovable.

Of course your partner thinks you are

overreacting and tells you to settle down or

calm down, but in that moment you are back

in your wound, feeling unlovable and you are

actually not overreacting you are simply

reacting to your original wound, your partner

cannot understand because they don't have

the same wounding as you but your reaction

is actually completely valid. 

 

NCB’s are easier to become aware of and

figure out than shadow work in my opinion.

 



EVERYONE HAS A SHADOW, NEGATIVE CORE

BELIEFS AND SUPPRESSED 

EMOTIONS……...everyone and if you say you don't

then you simply doing a great job at blocking

yourself from them.

 

 If you are human then you will have all of the

above and there is no shame in this at all,

everyone has them AND we can all be the masters

at blocking them, trust me I know this first hand

and it took an esoteric teacher to show me that I

was harboring great sadness within my being and

I couldn't even feel it. 

 

But we don't need a teacher to start to explore

these concepts ourselves, just time and patience.

 

Doing this work we need to trust our intuition and

learn to differentiate between the voice of your

lower mind (ego) and your higher mind (soul). The

more we do this work, the more we build that

trust.



PRACTICES TO HELP EXPLORE THESE

CONCEPTS 
 

 

CONNECT TO YOUR BODY - We must start to form a

solid relationship with our body in order to do this type of

work, most of us don't even realize that we are just living

in our minds 24/7 spending all of our energy thinking,

worrying, over analyzing, going through mental to do lists.

 

 Exercise to connect to your body: 

Sit or lay comfortably in a quiet space, close your eyes

and start to become aware of your body and the

sensations in your body, watch your breath, feel the

breath as it flows in and out of your nostrils, find a point of

focus in your body to keep you anchored and to come

back to each time you find yourself in your mind - I like to

use the heart space - it's the central point between

heaven and earth - shiva and shakti and is the centre of

connection - a universal oneness and unconditional love  -

a beautiful point to rest your awareness.Other practices

to get you connected to your body are - yoga, yoga nidra,

body scan meditations, dancing any kind but slow dancing

and feeling your body move to music is best, conscious

breathing and just being in nature also.



PRACTICES TO HELP EXPLORE THESE

CONCEPTS 
 

 
SELF - ENQUIRY- Sitting in quiet contemplation asking questions and

then listening for the answers - we just need to find some stillness and

connect to our body to hear the answers. Maybe you write down the

question in a journal and then close your eyes and get quiet and just be

present, be open and curious to what comes and explore it. Writing

down anything that comes to you, even if it doesn't make sense at the

time, this is how we start this process

 

MEDITATION - We don't need to go flying off into the astral realm to

find answers in fact we need to do the exact opposite of this,

grounding in and being fully present with your body in a Yoga Nidra

meditation is the best and is going to help you start to learn to live

more fully in your body and not in your mind, which is where we spend

most of your time - stuck in our own thoughts all day every day

 

CONTEMPLATIVE MEDITATION -  Start with the above exercise to

connect to your body, be present with your body and set an intention to

connect to your higher self, then ask yourself a question such as - What

is it I am really feeling? Stay connected to your body to hear the

answers, we listen in the heart for the answers not in the mind. If you

think the answer has come from your mind repeat it to yourself and

again feel in your body for a reaction. As an example, you might hear

Im feeling sad, so you would ask yourself, what is underneath this

sadness? You can go deeper into your emotions and feelings and then

maybe you can ask to be shown a memory that is attached to this

sadness. Often our surface level emotions are covering up something

deeper, so we want to see what is underneath them.



PRACTICES TO HELP EXPLORE THESE

CONCEPTS 
 

 

CONSCIOUS STREAM WRITING - You sit pen to paper and just start

writing anything, allowing your pen to continuously flow without

stopping writing whatever it is that comes to your mind, even if you

don't know where to start writing I don't know where to start and just

keep writing whatever comes - this type of practice has been

incredible for me at the start of my journey in getting into the

subconscious. Set a timer for 5 minutes to start and just write, don't

stop to read it back until you are finished, just keep it flowing.

 

EFT - Tapping - Gently tapping on certain meridians in the body while

repeating certain phrases can help us to access our subconscious and

release and change our old stories and patterning - If you want to

know more about Tapping start with The Tapping Solution or find a

reputable local or online practitioner

 

BREATH-WORK - This is different from pranayama, breathing in a

certain way can allow us to access our unprocessed emotions, traumas

and memories for release and integration - Find a practitioner near you

- I can highly recommend Natures Flow - Brodie and Nadine who I have

worked with and had incredible results, they are currently located in

Darwin, Australia but do skype consultations

https://www.naturesflow.com.au/


Surrender to your experience

Be mindful that we never want or need to force answers or emotions, that is

not how this works and if it's not happening after 15 minutes, stay another 5

minutes with an open mind and heart and then let it go. The point of all of

these practices are focused presence. Even if no answers come to you straight

away when you start this journey you musnt give up or feel defeated like

nothing has happened because you are starting to create this connection and

it takes time and focus to grow it, just like with any relationship. Your higher

self is hearing you and seeing your efforts and wants to connect to you, keep

going.

 

All of these practices are working with the subtle energy realms and we must

be still and quiet to hear the answers and responses from our body. If a painful

memory or emotions arise be with it, feel it, cry, scream whatever it is you need

to do to release it - this is what is going to integrate your Shadows and NCB’s

and eventually bring you back to WHOLENESS.We tend to what to over

complicate things as humans but the process of uncovering your shadows and

core beliefs simply requires being deeply present with yourself so that you can

tap into these emotions and memories that are inside your own body. We want

to bypass the conscious mind and get to the subconscious and our higher self.

 



Resources

AMAZING TEACHERS 

Inna Segal

Dr Gabor Mate

Teal Swan

Danielle Laporte

Tommy Rosen - Recovery 2.0

Jenna Ward - Feminine Embodiment

Dr Joe Dispenza

Rewilding for Women 

PODCASTS

 Rewilding for Women

SPECIFIC EPISODES

Shadow work: bringing it into the light

 

SPECIFIC BOOKS

Breaking the Habit of Being Yourself - Dr Joe Dispenza

The Completion Process - Teal Swan

The Secret Language of your Body - Inna Segal

Caroline Myss - Anatomy of the Soul

The Body Keeps the Score

With Love, Danielle

Recovery 2.0

Teal Swan

School of Feminine Embodiment

Gabor Maté: Your Pain - The Call to Healing

Dr. Gabor Maté: Beyond the Roots of Addiction

How To Find A Core Belief

Shadow Integration + Healing the Loneliness Wound with Teal Swan

Dr. Gabor Maté - how our childhood shapes every aspect of our lives

Shadow Work: How to Do It

Nick Ornter - Tapping Solution

MEDITATION

Free short yoga Nidra

Resources in red are clickable with links 

https://www.innasegal.com/
https://www.innasegal.com/
https://drgabormate.com/
https://tealswan.com/
https://www.daniellelaporte.com/
https://r20.com/
http://jennaward.co/
https://drjoedispenza.com/
https://rewildingforwomen.com/
https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/rewilding-for-women-empowering-women-through-meditation/id1151621599?mt=2
https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/with-love-danielle/id1476600363?i=1000449836555
https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/with-love-danielle/id1476600363
https://r20.com/podcast/
https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/teal-swan/id1410535958
https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/school-of-embodied-arts-podcast-with-jenna-ward/id1467718396
https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/the-recovery-2-0-power-hour-podcast-with-tommy-rosen/id1132361306?i=1000422400904&mt=2
https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/the-recovery-2-0-power-hour-podcast-with-tommy-rosen/id1132361306?i=1000393979438&mt=2
https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/teal-swan/id1410535958?i=1000424529278
https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/sexy-soul-radio/id1146555584?i=1000419221608
https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/dr-gabor-mat%C3%A9-how-our-childhood-shapes-every-aspect/id1295306961?i=1000442299907
https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/rewilding-for-women/id1151621599?i=1000433897619
https://www.thetappingsolution.com/
https://insighttimer.com/carynhough


HAVE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN PLACE 

If you do uncover a particularly painful emotion then it might

be best to seek professional help to guide you to process and

integrate it, it's always good to have a counsellor or

psychologist or a trustworthy practitioner that you can turn to

if you need.

 

I truly hope that this guidebook helps you on your journey back

to Wholeness. Its takes a lot of energy to run from ourselves

and when we start to integrate all parts of ourselves so much

is possible for us in our lives, things we had never even

allowed ourselves to dream of.

 

I would love to connect with you on social or you can send me

an email caryn@soulsparkle.com.au

 

Love Always 

 

Caryn xx
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